FINANCIAL SERVICES

Manage Regulatory Compliance Risk
Better with Solutions from DIO-soft
Regulatory compliance solutions from DIO-soft empower financial service firms to meet strict, ongoing regulatory challenges with ease. Combined compliance capabilities of open source software can help your organization
improve profitability and decision making while addressing constant regulatory demands.

With flexible Data Management Solutions and Regulatory Response Framework from DIO-soft,
you can enable your organization to:





Reduce the regulatory impact on your bottom line by implementing smarter data management
solutions
Incorporate compliance and policy management procedures into one easy-to-use system
Adapt to regulatory changes while seamlessly managing new compliance demands
Better organize regulatory compliance processes while improving decision making

DIO-soft Delivers Results
Packed with integrated analytics and advanced reporting features, our regulatory compliance solutions support
your team by:






Collecting relevant data from data sources scattered across your enterprise
Facilitating timely and accurate reporting of data across multiple locations
Successfully completing AIFMD, Form PF, Form CPO-PQR, OPERA, FATCA, etc.
Saving time, money and resources with well-organized, easy to maintain systems
Avoiding non-compliance penalties with timely, accurate and complete transmission of data sets

www.dio-soft.com

Discover the DIO-Difference
For over a decade, DIO-soft has been successfully completing projects that address regulatory and compliance
challenges, including a number of G16 banks and major fund administrators. Helping businesses achieve mission
success through our proactive, results-driven approach to software and IT. Our thoughtful, passionate team of
over 500 application architects, software developers, quality assurance engineers and database specialists work
closely with clients to provide technology tools that let them perform their best. We don't just say yes, we ask
why. And we won't stop until we've figured out how. With offices in the US, Poland, Ukraine and Belarus, we offer
offshore or onshore engagements, or a combination of both, to satisfy every client's unique needs.
Contact us today and learn why some of Wall Street’s most recognized financial institutions depend on DIO-soft.

Contact our Team of Experts Today
North American Office
747 Third Ave, 2nd floor
New York, NY 10017
(phone) 1.844.DIO.SOFT
(email) info@dio-soft.com
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